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String-Rewriting Systems
hi this chapter we introduce the string-rewriting systems and study their
basic properties. Such systems are the primary subject of this work. We
provide formal definitions of string-rewriting systems and their induced
reduction relations and Thue congruences. Some of the basic ideas that
in the study of term-rewriting systems are considered. We rely on
Section 1.4 for basic definitions and notation for strings, and we rely on
Section 1.1 for basic definitions and results on notions such as reduction,
confluence, the Church-Rosser property, and so forth.

2.1 Rewriting Systems for Strings
We begin with the basic definitions.
DefinitIon 2.1.1 Let E be a finite alphabet.
(a) A string-rewriting system R on E is a 8ubset of E x E5. Each
element (t, r) of R is a (rewrite) rule. The 8e1 {~ € E* (f~ ~
r € E, (~,r) E R} is called the domain of ft and is denoted dorn(R).
The set {r € E
for some £ E E5, (4r) E R} is called the range
ofR and is denoted range (R). If ft isfinite, then the size of ft is
defined to be E(L,f)ER(I~I + H) and is denoted I R JI.

E
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(b) If R is a string-rewriting system on E, then the single-step reduc
tion relation on E that is induced by ft is defined as folkws: for
anyu,v E E, U~RV if and o~y if there exists (S,r)ER such that
for some x, y e E, u = zey and v = xry. The reduction relation
on E induced by R is the refl~ve, transitive clo8ure of ~ and is
*
denoted by—~ft.
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(c) The Thue congruence generated by .R is the relation

~

(d) Two strings u, v € E are congruent rnod(R) ~f u
v. For
each w € E~, [w]R 18 Called the congruence class of w(mod(R)).
In the literature string-rewriting systems are also known as semi-Thue
systems. A string-rewriting system R with the property that (t, r) E R
implies (r, £) E R is also called a Thue system. For a Thue system R,
the single-step reduction relation ~ is symmetric, so that the reduction
relation
coincides with the Thue congruence ~
Notice that for any string-rewriting system R, if u and v are strings such
that u
v, then for all x, y E E*, xuy ~R xvy, and if u
v,
then for all x, y E E*, xuy 1-~.-+R zvy. This is the reason that the relation
~ is called a “congruence” relation: it is an equivalence relation that
is compatible with respect to the concatenation of strings (which is the
“multiplication” in the free monoid E*).
As an example of a string-rewriting system, let E = {a, b} and consider
R = {(ab, e), (ba, e)}. Then the set V~(e) of ancestors of the empty word
e is {w E ~ I IwI~ = IwIb}, that is, it is the Dyck language D~. If
= {(ab, e)}, then the set V~, (e) of ancestors of e is the restricted Dyck
language D’~ of “matching parentheses,” where a is interpreted as the left
parenthesis symbol “(“ and b is interpreted as the right parenthesis symbol

Question: Are x and y congruent with respect to R?
(b) the uniform version of the common descendant problem:

Instance: A rewriting system R and two elements x, y.
Question: Do x and y have a common descendant with respect to
(c) the uniform version of the common ancestor problem:

-~

-~

Definition 2.1.2 Let R be a string-rewriting system on alphabet E. The
monoid MR presented by the ordered pair (E, R) is defined as follows:
(i) the elements of MR are the congruence classes
(II) the multiplication in MR is [x]R. [YIR

Instance: A rewriting system R and two elements x, y.
Question: Do x and y have a common ancestor with respect to

~

:=

[2]~,

x € E*;

[xyjR, for each z, y € E4’;

(iii) the identity of MR is [eJR.
The monoid MR is the “factor monoid” or “quotient monoid” of the free
monoid E* by the Thue congruence +_*_~IR. For example, if E {a, b) and
R = {(ab, e), (ba, e)}, then the monoid MR presented by (E, R) is the free
group F1 on one generator.
Whenever the context prevents ambiguity from being introduced, the
subscript R will be omitted from ~ 1~~’R, ~ ~ [WJR, etc.
In Definition 1.1.3 we introduced the word problem, the common descen
dant problem, and the common ancestor problem for a reduction system
(B,—~). Here we extend these problems in that we take the rewriting system
to be a part of the problem instance. We consider the following common
problems for a class of combinatorial rewriting systems:
(a) the uniform word problem

We will see that each of these problems is undecidable for finite stringrewriting systems.
Recall the notion of irreducible element (Definition 1.1.2). If R is a stringrewriting system, then it is clear that a string w is irreducible if and only if
no string in dom(R) occurs as a substring of w. If 1? is finite, then from R
one can construct a deterministic finite-state acceptor A such that L(A) =
IRR(R). This means that for a finite string-rewriting system R, IRR(R)
is a regular set. This fact will be used frequently in this work and so will
be stated formally.
Lemma 2.1.3 If R is a finite string-rewriting system on alphabet E, then
the set IRR(R) of irreducible strings with respect to R is a regular set;
furthermore, a finite-state acceptor for IRR(R) can be constructed in poly
nomial time from R.
Proof. Let R be a finite string-rewriting system on E. Obviously, the
set I.RR(R) only depends on the set dom(R) of the left-hand sides of the
rules of 1?. In fact, we can delete all words £ from dom(R) such that £
contains a proper substring which belongs to dom(R) without affecting the
set IRR(R). Since this can be done in polynomial time, we may assume
without loss of generality that no string from dom(R) contains another
string from this set as a proper subword. Let L = {4,.. , £,~} = dom(R).
If e E L, then IRR(R) = 0, and the result follows trivially. So assume that
e g L. Then e € IRR(R).
A string U E E* is called a prefix of L if there exists a string v E E*
such that uv € L, it is called a proper prefix of L if uv E L for some
V ~ e. Let Q denote the set of all proper prefixes of L. Then Q ç IRR(R).
Now we define a dfa A as follows:
.

• Q’

:=
—

Instance: A rewriting system R and two elements x, y.

Q U {w}

is the set of states, where w is a fixed string from

IR.R(R),

• E is the input alphabet,

• e is the initial state,

• Q is the set of final states, that is, w is the only non-final state, and
the transition function 6: Q’ x E
Q’ is defined by
—i

( ua ifua€Q,
6~ua~~—3 u2 ifuagQ, but UaEIRR(R), andu2isthe
largest suflixofuasuchthat u2eQ,
Lw ifuaglRR(R)
for all u E

Q and a E E,

and 6(w,a)

=

some justification for the investigations of systems with restricted proper
ties that will be studied in this and future chapters. Therefore we proceed
to sketch a proof that the uniform word problem for finite string-rewriting
systems is undecidable. To do so we rely on the well-known result of Post
that the Correspondence Problem is undecidable.
The Correspondence Problem is the following. Given a finite alphabet
E, consider a nonempty finite sequence S = (xi,yi), (z2,y2),.
(x~,y,~)
of ordered pairs of strings over E. A solution to the Correspondence
Problem for S is a nonempty sequence i1, j2,.. ~ E {1,... n} with the
property that x,~
= y~1
~
The Modified Correspondence Problem is a variation on the Correspon
dence Problem. Given a nonempty finite sequence S = (x1, ~ (x2, y2),...,
(x,1, y,~) of ordered pairs of strings over E, a solution to the Modified
Correspondence Problem for S is a nonempty sequence j1, j2,. , ~ E
{ 1,.. n} with the property that x1x11x12 zj,, =
y~.
Post proved that there is no algorithm that on input a finite sequence
S of ordered pairs of strings will determine whether there is a solution to
the Correspondence Problem for S. Thus, the Correspondence Problem is
undecidable and so is the Modified Correspondence Problem. This result
has been very useful in formal language theory where it has been used to
show the undecidability of a number of different problems involving formal
grammars.
We claim that the Correspondence Problem is reducible to the uniform
word problem for finite string-rewriting systems, and, hence, the uniform
word problem is undecidable. The idea is to show that from any given
instance of the Correspondence Problem, one can construct a finite stringrewriting system with the property that two specific strings are congruent
if and only if there is a solution to that instance of the Correspondence
Problem.
. .,

. ,

. . .

w for all a E E.

Obviously A can be constructed in polynomial time. Thus, it remains to
show that L(A) = IRR(R).
Claim: Let u E E. Then

. .

. ,

6(e, u)

=

(
I.

w ifuglRR(R),
u2 where U2 is the largest suffix of u such that u2 E
if u E IRR(R)

Q,

Proof by induction on lul:
6(e, e) = e, which is correct since e E IRR(R).
Now assume that 6(e,u) = v. If v = w, then u g IRR(R), and so ua g
IRR(R). By construction ö(e, ua) = 6(w, a) = w. If v = u2 E Q, we must
distinguish three cases.
(i) u2a E Q: Then ~5(e,ua) = 6(u2,a) = u2a E Q. Since u2 is the largest
suffix of u such that u2 E Q, u2a is the largest suffix of ua such that
u2a E Q.
(ii) u2a ~ Q, but u2a E IRR(R) : Let z be the largest suffix of u2a such
that x E Q. Then 6(e, ua) = ö(u2, a) = x E Q. Since u2 is the largest
suffix of u such that u2 E Q, and u~a ~
z is the largest suffix of
ua such that x ~ Q.
(iii) u2a ~ IRR(R): Then 6(e, ua) = ô(u2, a) = w, and ua
IRR(R). This completes the proof of the claim.
From the claim we immediately see that L(A)

=

IRR(R).

=

ulu2a ~
0 Claim

0 2.1.3
Suppose that a finite string-rewriting system R is convergent. Then ev
ery w E E* has a unique normal form, that is, there is a unique irreducible
string in [to]. Hence, from a finite-state acceptor for IRR(R), one can effec
tively determine the cardinality of IRR(R) and, hence, of MR. There are
other important problems that are decidable for finite string-rewriting sys
terns that are convergent, and some examples of this will be given later in
this chapter. But at this point it is reasonable to show that a fundamental
problem about rewriting sytems is undecidable, so that the reader will see

,
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Theorem 2.1.4 There is no algorithm to solve the following problem:
Instance: A finite string-rewriting system R and two strings z1, z2 on

the alphabet of I?;
Question: Are z1 and z2 congruent modulo R?
Proof. Let S = (x1, yr), (x2, Y2),.. (z,~, y,~) be a sequence of ordered
pairs of strings over E. Let 0, 1, A, B, C be five different symbols that
are not in E. Let R~ be the string-rewriting system on the alphabet E U
{O, 1, A, B, C) with the following set R1 U Ft2 of rules where R1 =
{(A,x1AO’l), (x~A0t1, xsCCOl) I 1 ≤ i ≤ n} and R2 = {(B,y~B(Y1),
(y1BO’i, y:CCO21) 1 ≤ i ≤ n}.
Consider the two strings (of length one) A and B. Suppose that A
B.
Then it is clear that the only way this can happen is if there exist strings
u,v such that u E E* and v E {0,l}* where by using rules in R1, A ~
. ,

J

+-~-~

uAv
uCCv, and by using rules in R2, B
u~Bv- uCCv. By factoring
v it is clear that there must exist a sequence i1,
~ E {1,.
n} such
that v = ~ This means that uCCOtkl...Ohll 4-’uAv
A so
that u =
z~. Since B
uBv
uCCv by using the rules in R2,
we conclude that x~1
= y~
y~. Hence, j1,j2,.. ~ is a solution
to the Correspondence Problem for S.
In a similar way we see that if ij, j2,.. ~ is a solution to the Cor
respondence Problem for S, then there exist u,v E E* and w E {O, 1}*
such that A
uAw
uCCw and B
vBw
vCCw, where
w = liki.. .0:11. This means that u =
.x,,~ and v = y~ ~ Since
~1,
,
is a solution to the Correspondence Problem for S, this means
that
~ so that u= v. Thus, A
uAw
uCCw=
vCCw
vBw
B so that A
B.
Hence, we see that A
B if and only if there is a solution to the
Correspondence Problem for S. If the problem (as given in the statement
of the theorem) were decidable, then the Correspondence Problem would
be decidable, contradicting the result of Post.
0 2.1.4
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The proof of Theorem 2.1.4 yields two additional results. Notice that the
strings A and B have a common descendant with respect to R1 U R2 if
and only if there is a solution to the Correspondence Problem for S. When
reversing the direction of the rewrite rules (that is, (u, v) becomes (v, u)),
then the resulting rewriting system is such that the strings A and B have
a common ancestor if and only if there is a solution to the Correspondence
Problem for S.
Corollary 2.1.5 Each of the following problems is undecidable:
Instance: A finite rewriting system R and two strings zj, z2 on the
alphabet of R;
Question 1: Do z1 and z2 have a common ancestor?
Question 2: Do z1 and z2 have a common descendant?
Hence, we see that the uniform word problem, common ancestor problem,
and common descendant problem are undecidable for finite string-rewriting
systems.
In fact, a stronger result can be obtained. Using the fact that the halting
problem for Thring machines is undecidable, one can show that there is a
specific finite string-rewriting system with the property that the word prob
lem, the common descendant problem, and the common ancestor problem
are undecidable (see Section 2.5).
Later in this chapter it will be shown that other simply stated questions
are also undecidable for finite string-rewriting systems.

2.2

Computing Normal Forms

In Section 1.1, we observed that the word problem is decidable for a finite
reduction system with the property that every element has a unique normal
form as long as there exist algorithms that (i) allow one to compute for a
given element that unique normal form and (ii) allow one to compare two
objects to determine whether they are identical.
The property of having unique normal forms is guaranteed for any system
that is confluent and noetherian. In the case of string-rewriting systems,
the existence of a fast algorithm for (ii) is trivial since it is only a matter of
comparing strings symbol by symbol and, thus, is a linear-time algorithm.
The important content of this section is an algorithm that can be applied to
string-rewriting systems whose reduction relation is noetherian. On input
x, a string over the appropriate alphabet, the algorithm will compute an
irreducible string ~ such that x
Since the property that the reduction
relation is noetherian is crucial for this algorithm, we start with discussing
a technique that allows us to verify that certain string-rewriting systems
induce reduction relations that are noetherian. The general problem of
deciding whether or not a finite string-rewriting system has this property
will be considered in Section 2.5.
-~+ ~.

Definition 2.2.1 Let> be a binary relation on E*.
(a) The relation> is a strict partial ordering if it is irrefiexive, antisymmetric, and transitive.
(b) > is a linear ordering if it is a strict partial ordering, and if, for
all x,y~E*, eitherx>y, orx=y, ory>’x holds.
(c) The relation> is admissible, if, for all u, v, x, y E E*, u > v implies
xuy> xvy.
In the following we give some examples of admissible partial orderings
on E*.
Definition 2.2.2 Let E

=

{ai,

. . . ,

a,,}.

(a) Define x> y as follows:
x > y if jxI > IyI. > is the length ordering on E*.
(b) Let w : E
N~ be a mapping that associates a positive integer (a
weight) with each letter. Define the weight ordering >,~, induced
by w as follows:
x >~, y if w(x) > w(y). Here w is extended to a mapping from
~ into N by taking w(e) := 0 and w(xa) := w(x) + w(a) for all
—i

x ~ E*, a E E.

ne lexicographical ordering >~ on E* is defined as follows:
>Iex y if there is a non-empty string z such that x = yz, or x = uav
and y = ua~z for some u,v, z E E*, and i,j E {1,
,n} satisfying
i>j.
.i

X

.. .

(d) The length-lexicographical ordering >~ is a combination of the
length ordering and the lexicographical ordering:
a~ >~ y if IxI > ltd or (Ixl = l~I and x >lex ti).
Analogously, the weight ordering >,, and the lexicographical ordering
can be combined to yield the weight-lexicographi~J ordering >,,,~.
It is easily checked that indeed all the relations defined above are ad
missible partial orderings on E~. In fact, the lexicographical ordering, the

length-lexicographical ordering and the weight-lexicographical ordering are
linear, while the length ordering and weight ordering are not linear.
Convergent systems that are in addition normalized have been called
canonical. Thus, Theorem 2.2.14 shows that for each string-rewriting sys
tem T on E~ and each admissible well-founded partial ordering> on
there exists at most one canonical string-rewriting system R that is equiv
alent to T and compatible with>.
Definition 2.2.3 Let> be a 8trict partial ordering on E~. It is called wellfounded if there is no infinite chain of the form x0 > xi > ~2 >
If>
is linear and well-founded, then it is called a well-ordering.
....

The length ordering and the weight ordering are obviously well-founded.
Since there are only finitely many strings of any given length or weight, the
length-lexicographical ordering and the weight-lexicographical ordering are
well-orderings. However, if n> 1 (that is, E contains more than one letter),
then the lexicographical ordering >Iex is not well-founded since we have the
following infinite descending chain:
a2

>Iex

a1a2

>Iex

a1a1a2

>lex

...

>Iex

a’~a2

>Iex

a’~~a2

>lex

Admissible well-founded partial orderings are of interest in the study of
rewriting for the following reason.

This relation is obviously transitive and admissible, and it is irreflexive
and well-founded if and only if ~~‘R is noetherian. Further, since £ ~R r
for each (t, r) e R, we have £ >E r for each rule (t, r) € R. Thus, (a)
implies (b). Conversely, assume that > is an admissible well-founded strict
partial ordering such that £> r holds for each rule (~, r) E R. Since >
is admissible, we have
C >, and so, since > is transitive, we have
>R ~ >. Thus, > being irreflexive and well-founded implies that >R
—~

has these properties, and hence,
tion.

(a) the reduction relation

~~‘1?

—‘

...

—,

Proposition 2.2.5 If R is a finite string-rewriting system and ~R is no
etherian, then there is a total recursive function

>R

defined by

if x—’Ry.

=

(xJ + t

.

max{Iul,l~I I
fR(Ixl)

(u,v)

e

R}, then for everyy E ~(x),

lvi

≤

Now we turn to the task of computing irreducible descendants with re
spect to a finite noetherian string-rewriting system.
Definition 2.2.6 Let R be a rewriting system on alphabet E. A reduction
u
z is leftmost, denoted w
z, if the following condition is satisfied:
if w = xiuiyi, z = x1v1y1, and (ui,vj) E R, and also w = x2u2y2 and
(u2, v2) E R, then x1u1 is a proper prefix of x2u2, or x~u1 = x2u2 and x~ is
—b

X>Ry

such that

x and has more that fR((xl) steps, and

is noetherian;

Proof. Consider the binary relation

fR

(a) for every x E E* there is no sequence of reductions that begins with
(b) if t

(b) there exists an admissible well-founded partial ordering> on E* such
that £> r holds for each rule (~, r) E R.

is noetherian by the above observa..
D 2.2.4

Thus, in order to verify that a string-rewriting system R on E is noethe
nan it suffices to construct an admissible well-founded strict partial order
ing> on E* such that R is compatible with >, that is, £> r holds for
each rule (~, r) E R. Easy as this seems at first glance, in general this is
a difficult task; the reason for this wifi become clear in Section 2.5. In the
context of term-rewriting systems, the problem of constructing appropriate
well-founded strict partial orderings has received a good deal of attention.
Notice that if R is a finite string-rewriting system on E, then for each
string x E E* the set i~(x) of immediate descendants of x is finite. Thus,
~f ~R is noetherian, then for every x E E the set ~ (x) of descendants of
x is finite by König’s Infinity Lemma.
Consider a finite string-rewriting system R such that ~ is noetherian.
Define a function gj~ :
N as follows: for each x E E’~, let gR(x) be the
maximum k such that there exists a sequence ~O ~~‘R x1 ~~‘R
~‘R xk
where x0 = x. Then the derivational complexity of R is the function
fR : N
N, which is defined as follows: for each n E N, fR(n) :=
max{g~(x) x € E”}.
It follows that if 1? is a finite string-rewriting system and ~ is noethe
nan, then ~ is a total recursive function and, hence, fR is a total recursive
function. In fact, the following result is now easily established.

Theorem 2.2.4 Let R be a string-rewriting system on E. Then the fol
lowing two statements are equivalent:

~~‘R

-~

£..&.

a proper prefi.3.~ of x2 or x1 = x2 and u1 = u2. Let ~ denote the transitive
reflexive closure of
For every w, z E E~, a sequence of reductions that
begins with w and ends with z such that every 8tep is leftmost is also called
a leftmost reduction from w to z.
.~.

The reader familiar with formal language theory will note that the def
inition of leftmost reduction is a straightforward generalization of that of
“left to right derivation” in context-free grammars.
Let 1? be a rewriting system on alphabet E with the property that —i is
noetherian. Then for any x E E*, one can find an irreducible descendant of
x by simply applying any appropriate reduction rule and continuing until
an irreducible string results. It is useful to note that this can be done by
restricting attention to leftmost reductions. We state this formally.
Lemma 2.2.7 Let R be a rewriting system on alphabet E with the property
that
is noetherian. For each x E ~D* there is an irreducible y E E* such
that x
y.
—~

—~

An efficient algorithm to implement Lemma 2.2.7 will be developed be
low. One additional fact will be very useful in developing that algorithm.
Lemma 2.2.8 Let 1? be a rewriting system on alphabet E. Let R’ be any
subset of R with the property that dom(R’) = dom(R). Then
(a) IRR(R’)

=

IRR(R).

(b) for any x, yE E*, if x ~~‘R’ y, then x ~~‘R y.
The proofs of Lemmas 2.2.7 and 2.2.8 are left to the reader.
Now we can describe the algorithm implementing Lemma 2.2.7.
Theorem 2.2.9 Let R be a finite rewriting system on alphabet E with the
property that
is noetherian. There is an algorithm to solve the following
problem:
—~

Input: a string w e E’
Output: an irreducible string ~i such that w

w.

—
—‘

Proof. Let R’ be any subset of R with the properties that dom(R’) =
dom(R) and for each u E dom(R) there exists exactly one v E range(R)
with (u, v) E It’. To be precise, construct R’ by choosing the lexicographi
cally smallest v’ with (u, v’) E R. Then IRR(R’) = IRR(R) and for every
x E E* there is a unique irreducible ~ such that z
The choice of It’
does not depend on w and so we will assume that It’ has been determined
by preprocessing. Let t = max{Iui, lvi I (u, v) E R’}; recall that R (hence,

~UULpulilu~ L’~Q~UAd~ Wf1fl~

‘ID

R’) is finite so that t exists. it is sufficient to describe an algorithm based
on It’.
We describe our algorithm in terms of the Thring machine model. The
machine M has two pushdown stores, Store 1 and Store 2, and a finitestate control. Initially, Store 1 is empty and Store 2 contains the input w
with the leftmost symbol of w on the top of the store. When Store 2 is
empty, Store 1 will contain the desired result. At any point between the
initial and final steps, Stores 1 and 2 contain sri intermediate string y such
that w
y with a prefix of y stored on Store 1 and the corresponding
suffix of y stored on Store 2. The step-by-step computation is described in
terms of three operations, READ, SEARCH, and REWRITE.
(i) READ. M attempts to read a new symbol from Store 2, popping that
symbol from Store 2 and pushing that symbol onto the top of Store
1. If M is able to read such a symbol, then it performs the SEARCH
operation. If M is not able to read such a symbol, then M halts.
(ii) SEARCH. M reads the top t symbols from Store 1 and determines
whether there exists a string u stored on the top ui squares of Store 1
such that there exists v, (u, v) E R’. If at least one such u exists, then
M chooses the longest such u, remembers (u, v), and performs the
REWRITE operation; in this case, we say that SEARCH “succeeds.”
Otherwise, we say that SEARCH “fails;” in this case, M restores the
top t symbols of Store 1 and performs the READ operation.
(iii) REWRITE. Having remembered the rewrite rule (u, v), M pops the
string u from the top of Store 1 and pushes the string v onto the top
lvi squares of Store 2 so that the leftmost symbol of v is on the top
of Store 2. Then M performs the READ operation.
From the construction of It’ and M, if an application of SEARCH suc
ceeds, then both of the strings u and v are unique; hence, M is determin
istic. Since (u, v) E It’, then u
v; hence, it is easy to see that the
computation of M on input w is a leftmost reduction using the rewrite
rules of It’. By hypothesis, ‘R is noetherian and so ~~‘R’ is noetherian
since It’ C R; thus, M’s computation on w must halt; let z be the string
Contained on Store 1 when the computation halts, with the leftmost symbol
of z being at the bottom of Store 1. Thus, the computation of M on input
w that computes z simulates the unique leftmost reduction w
z. It is
clear that z is irreducible (mod It’). Hence, the desired string iii is precisely
z.
02.2.9

~.

Consider M ‘s running time. The process of reading and writing up to t
symbols takes an amount of time independent of the input string w (but
it does depend on the system It’). Clearly, M ‘s running time on w is pro
portional to the total number r(w) of READ steps performed. The number

r(w), in turn, is the number of symbols originally appearing on Store 2
plus the number of symbols written onto Store 2 when REWRITE is per
formed, so r(w) is Iwl plus the sum of the lengths of the right-hand sides
v of rules (u, v) found in SEARCH. Since ~~‘R is noetherian there are at
most fR(IwI) successful applications of SEARCH (Proposition 2.2.5); also,
each right-hand side v has length at most t, so r(w) ≤ Iwl + t fR(IwI).
Thus, the running time of M’s computation on w is bounded above by
c~ (Iwl + t• fR(IwI)) for some constant c. In particular, if fR(n) ≥ d n for
some constant d> 0 and all n E N, we see that M’s running time on w is
.

0(fR(lwI)).
The algorithm described in the proof of Theorem 2.2.9 will be used fre
quently in the sections that follow. Notice that this algorithm is uniform
in R so that one may consider an algorithm that has the system ft as part
of the input. We refer to this algorithm as REDUCE and, once R is fixed,
we write z := REDUCER(W) where z is an irreducible string such that
w ~ z. As a uniform algorithm that, on input a finite noetherian stringrewriting system ft and a string w, computes an irreducible descendant of
w mod ft, this algorithm has running time 0(11 R II ~(IwI+ fl ft II •fR(IwI))),
which is 0(11 ft 02 .fR(lwI)) if fR(n) ≥ en holds for some constant c and
all n E N.
In the algorithm REDUCE the given string-rewriting system ft is re
placed by a subsystem ft’ such that dom(R’) = dom(R), but no two rules
of R’ have the same left-hand side. In fact, there is a stronger property of
string-rewriting systems that is of interest.
Definition 2.2.10
(a) A string-rewriting system ft on E is called normalized if the follow
ing conditions hold for each rule (~, r) E R: £ E IRR(R
r)})
and r E IRft(R), that is, the right-hand side r is irreducible, and the
left-hand side £ can be reduced only by the rule (~, r) itself.
—

{(e,

(b) Two string-rewriting systems R and S on the same alphabet E are
called equivalent if they generate the same Thue congruence, that
is, if AR=+S.
Let > be an admissible well-founded partial ordering on E*, and let R be
a finite string-rewriting system on E that is compatible with this ordering.
In general, there will not exist a normalized system R1 that is equivalent
to R, and that is compatible with the given ordering. For example, let >
be the length ordering, and let ft := {a2
b, a2
c). Obviously, no
length-reducing system can both be normalized and equivalent to R, since
the strings b and c are incomparable with respect to the ordering>. The
situation is different when we deal with an admissible well-ordering > on
Y~D*. Given a finite string-rewriting system ft compatible with >, we will
construct a finite normalized system ft1 that is also compatible with >,
—~

—‘

and that is equivalent to ft. For the first stage of this construction, we need
the following lemma.
Lemma 2.2.11 Let> be an admissible well-ordering on E*, and let ft be
a string-rewriting system on E that is compatible with>. For each w E E*,
let ii) denote some irreducible descendant of w. Then the string-rewriting
system ft0
{~ ~ I (t r) E R} is equivalent to R, is compatible with
>, and range(Ro) ~ IRR(R~). In addition, if ft is confluent, then so is
Re.
—‘

—~

Re is compatible with>, range(~) C IRR(R) =
IRR(Re), and ~~~RoC—~R. Thus, it remains to prove that £ *p~(~ r holds for
all (~
r) E R. Assume to the contrary that there exists a rule (~
r) E R
Proof. Obviously,
—~

—+

such that £

r. Since> is a well-ordering on E*, we may choose this
rule among all rules having the property that r is minimum with respect
~

to the ordering>. Since £ ‘,4~ r, we have (~
r) ~ 1?o, that is, r
i~ and (t
~) E
However, for each rule (4
r1) e R that is used in
the reduction r ~ i~, we have r > r1. Thus, according to the choice of
the rule (~
r) E R, we have 4
Ti, and therefore, we can conclude
that r ~ ~ 4-~p.0 £. Hence, ft and Re are indeed equivalent.
Finally, assume that ft is confluent. Then each congruence class [w]R
contains a unique irreducible string w0. Since IRR(R) = IftR(R0), and
since ft and ftc are equivalent, this implies that ftc is confluent too. D2.2. 11
—
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—‘
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Although range(R0) ç IRR(R0), the system & will in general not be
normalized, since a left-hand side of a rule of Ro may contain another lefthand side as a factor. The second stage of the proposed construction now
takes care of this situation. We now present the full construction in the
form of an algorithm.
Algorithm 2.2.12 Construction of an equivalent normalized system
REDUCE-SYSTEM:
Input: An admissible well-ordering> on E*, and a finite string-rewrit
ing system R on E compatible with>;
begin Ri
reduce the right-hand sides of the rules of ft1 by the
algorithm REDUCE;
(Comment: By Lemma ~. 11 the resulting system ft1 is
equivalent to R, it is compatible with>, and range(R1) ç
IRR(ft1).)
while 3(4,ri), (4,r2) E Ri~x,y E E*: £2 =z%y and
(zy ~ e or r2 > r1) do
begin ft1
R1 {4
+—

~.

~—

—

..

._--.—-o ~~.-..--——o

—•.,—---—

if r2 0 ~ (xriy) then
begin if xr1y > r2 then R1
R1 U {zriy
r2}
else R~ i— R~ U {r2
xriy};
reduce the right-hand sides of the rides
of R1 by the algorithm REDUCE
end
~—

—~

—,

end;
OUTPUT: Ri
end

First, ~a system J?~ is computed that results from R by replacing every
right-hand side by one of its irreducible descendants. Obviously, either R0 =
R or R >>2 J?~.
Now for all i ≥ 1, let R.1~ denote the string-rewriting system with which
the i-th execution of the while-loop is entered.
Claim. For all i ≥ 1, Ri_i

>>2

R~.

Proof. The while-loop is entered for the i-th time only if there exist
rules (4,ri), (e2,r2) € R~i and words x,y € E~ such that £2 = z4y
and (xy ~ e or r2 > ri). In this case rule (~2
r2) is deleted from Rj..
If r2 € I
i_{t2_r21(xrly), then R~ = R~_1
{t2
r2}, and hence,
Ri—i >>2 R.~, otherwise a system R~ is obtained from R.~.4
r2} by
introducing the rule (xriy
r2) or the rule (r2
xriy). Since £2 > r2 and
Li > r~, and since> is an admissible ordering, we can conclude that £2 =
x4y > xr1y, that is, in either case R~_1 >>2 R~. Now, Ri is obtained from
R~ by replacing each right-hand side by one of its irreducible descendants,
and hence R~ = R~ or R~ >>2 R~. Thus, Rj_1 >>2 Ri.
0 Claim.
Since >>2 is a well-ordering, there does not exist an infinite sequence
(R.1)1>.0 of string-rewriting systems satisfying Ri_i >>2 R~ for all i ≥ 1.
Thus, the while-loop is executed only a finite number of times, and hence,
algorithm REDUCE-SYSTEM terminates.
0 2.2.13
—‘

Whenever a rule £2
r2 is deleted from R1, then there exists another
rule (4
r1) E R~ such that £2 = z4y, that is, r2 ~—~--~R1 xr1y. if
xr1y ~ r2, then the deleted rule is not used in this reduction, and
therefore, the system R1 {4
r2} is equivalent to R1. If xr1y
then either the rule xriy
r2 or the rule T2
xr1y is added to the
system. Obviously, the resulting system (R1 {t2
r2}) U {xriy
respectively (R1 {~2
r2}) U {r2
xriy}, is equivalent to R1. Thus,
we see that whenever we enter the while-loop, the actual system R1 is
equivaient to R, is compatible with>, and satisfies range(R1) IRR(R~).
These statements together with the condition leading to the termination of
the while-loop imply that whenever the above algorithm terminates, then
it correctly computes a finite normalized string-rewriting system R1 that
is equivalent to the input system R, and that is compatible with the given
ordering>. Thus, it remains to prove the termination of this algorithm.
Let > be the admissible well—ordering on E* that is used in the above
algorithm. We extend this ordering to an ordering of finite sets of pairs of
strings from E* as follows.
Let x1, x2, Yi, 1,2 € E*. We define an ordering >2 on E~ x E* by setting
(x1,x2) >2 (yi,y2) if and only if x1 > Yi °‘ (Xi = Yi and x2 > y2).
Obviously, >2 is a well-ordering.
Now, for finite subsets Si, S2
~ x E”, we use the multi-set ordering
>)2 induced by >2, that is, S~ >)2 S2 if and only if there exist a non-empty
subset T1 ~ S~ and a subset T2 ~ 52 such that 52 = (S~
T1) U T2,
and for each pair (yi, y2) € T2 there is a pair (xi, x2) € T1 satisfying
(x1,x2) >2 (yi,y2).
Then >>2 is a well-ordering on the finite subsets of E* x E’~. Using this
ordering we can now prove the following result.
—,
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Theorem 2.2.13 On input an admissible well-ordering> on E*, and a
finite string-rewriting system R on E compatible with >, algorithm
REDUCE-SYSTEM computes a finite normalized string-rewriting system
R1 such that R1 is equivalent to R and R1 is compatible with>.

—*

—
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The complexity of algorithm REDUCE-SYSTEM depends on the follow
ing factors:
• the complexity of computing irreducible descendants,
• the complexity of the ordering>, that is, given two strings x,y € E’,
how hard is it to verify whether z > y holds,
• the order in which the rules
while-loop, and

(4, r1),

(L2, r2) € R~ are chosen in the

• on the choice of the factor 4 that is actually used in reducing
4 has several occurences as a factor of £2.

£2,

if

Recall that an upper bound for the complexity of computing an irre
ducible descendant is given through the length of the longest applicable
sequence of reductions.
Observe that the normalized system R1 is not uniquely determined by R
and >. To see this let > be the length-lexicographical ordering on E*, where
E = {a, b, c, d}, and let R = {ab
c, ba
d, aba
d}. Depending on
which of the first two rules we use to reduce the left-hand side of the third
rule we obtain either the normalized system R1 = {ab
c, ba
d, ca
d}
or the normalized system R2 = {ab
c, ba
d, ad
d}.
Finally, notice that if the system R is confluent, then the normalized
system R1 is simply a subsystem of the system .R~ :=
i~ (~
—‘

—‘
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Proof. Because of the preceding observations we only need to show that
algorithm REDUCE-SYSTEM terminates on input (>,R).

~.
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r) E R} that we obtain from Lemma 2.2.11. Since ~I~ft0C-~+fl1~ R1 is also
confluent. In contrast to the general situation, normalized confluent systems
are unique. This is the next result.
Theorem 2.2.14 Let> be an admissible well-founded partial ordering on
E4~, and let R1 and R2 be two string-rewriting systems on E that are nor
malized, confluent, and compatible with>. If R1 and Ft2 are equivalent,
then they are in fact identical.
Proof. Assume that Ft1 and Ft2 are equivalent, but that they are not
identical, and let (~,r) E (Ft1 It2) U (It2 R1). From all the rules in the
symmetric difference of R1 and R2 let the rule (~, r) be chosen in such a
way that [~I is minimum. We assume that (E, r) E It1, the other case being
symmetric. Then r € IRR(R1), since R1 is normalized, and so w > r for
all w E [rjR1, w ~ r, since R1 is confluent and compatible with >. The
systems It1 and R2 are equivalent. Thus [r]R1 = [r}R2, and since It2 is
also confluent and compatible with >, this means that w
r for all
w € [r}R1. In particular, £ ~~~‘Ra r. Since (t, r) ~ It2, we see that either
(~, r’) € It2 and r’ ~ r contradicting the fact that R2 is normalized, or
(L’, r’) E It2 such that £ = x~’y for some x, y E E, zy ~ e, and xr’y ‘R2 r.
However, this means that [~‘l < ~, and so (t’,r’) € fl1 as well, due to the
choice of (t, r). This contradicts the fact that It1 is normalized. 0 2.2.14
—

2.3

—

Testing for Local Confluence

In Theorem 1.1.13 it is shown that under the hypothesis that
is noethe
nan, a reduction system is confluent if and only if it is locally confluent. In
this section we show that there is an algorithm that on input a finite stringrewriting system It such that ~ is noetherian will determine whether Ft
is locally confluent, and, thus, confluent.
How can one determine whether R is locally confluent? On first glance
it appears to be impossible to test for local confluence since it is a global
property: for all w, x, y, if w
x and w
y, then there must exist z
such that x
z and y
z. Thus, one must consider every w € E* and
every pair x, y such that w —, x and w
y and try to determine if they
“resolve,” that is, if there exists z such that x
z and y
z. This cannot
be done algorithmically and so it is necessary to bound the set of strings
w for which local confluence must be tested.
Suppose that w
x and w
y. If (u1, v1), (u2, v2) are in R and
W = W1U~W~U~W~, then w
W1V1W2U2W3
W1IJ1W~V~W~ by first rewriting
as v1 and then rewriting u2 as v2, and w
W1U1W2V2W3
W~V~W~V~W3
by first rewriting u2 as v2 and then rewriting u1 as v1. The results are the
same, that is, w1v1w2v2w3. Thus, in this case we are not required to test
—~
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anything. Hence, we ~an restrict attention to those cases where w
and w = w3u2w4 with
(a) ~wiu1~

<

1w3u21

lw21

<

1u2w41

Iwsu2I

<

Iwiuil and 1w41

<

Iuiw2l.

(b)

and

=

wju1w2

or

Cases (a) and (b) occur when for some x,y € E*, zy $ e, either u1x =
yu2 and x~ <1u21, or Ui = xu2y. (Of course, the roles of u1 and U2 can be
interchanged but it is sufficient to consider only these cases.)
Hence, to determine whether It is locally confluent, it is sufficient to
consider pairs of rewrite rules from Ft. For each pair of not necessarily
distinct rewriting rules from It, say (ui, v1) and (u2, v2), let the set of
critical pairs corresponding to this pair be {(xv1, v2y) I there are z,y E
E*, xu1 = u~y and xI < 1u21} U {&ii,x~y) I there are x, y E E*, u1 =
xu2y}. We will say that a critical pair (Zi, z2) resolves if z1 and z2 have
a common descendant. Notice that if a critical pair xv1 and v2y has two
different irreducible descendants, that is, one from xv1 and one from v~y,
then R is not confluent (hence, not locally confluent) since that would
imply that the congruence class of xu1 = u2y has more than one irreducible
element. A similar statement can be made for a pair v~ and xv2y. On the
other hand, if every critical pair resolves, then the argument above implies
that It is locally confluent.
To check whether a given pair resolves, we can use the algorithm RE
DUCE (described in the proof of Theorem 2.2.9) to determine whether the
two strings have a common irreducible leftmost descendant. Recall that
the algorithm REDUCE has the property that on input x it computes an
irreducible string z such that x
z, that is, z = REDUCE(S). Thus, It is
locally confluent if and only if for every critical pair (x, y), REDUCE(x) =
REDUCE(y).
How many critical pairs can there be? For any choice of strings ui and
u2, with luil > 1u21, there can be at most 1U21
1 pairs x, y such that
= u2y and 0 < IxI < 1u21, and there can be at most luil
Ju,~J + I
pairs z, y such that u1 = xu2y. Thus, for any pair (uj, v1), (u2, v2) of (not
necessarily distinct) rewriting rules in It with Iui I ≥ 1u2 I, there are at most
Iui I critical pairs. Furthermore, for any such pair of rules, it is easy to
see that the corresponding set of critical pairs can be obtained in 0(Iui 12)
steps. Let CPR be the union of the sets of critical pairs where the union is
taken over the set of all pairs of not necessarily distinct rewrite rules of It.
Then there are at most II It 112 choices of pairs of rewrite rules in R and so
CPR has size Q(II Ft II~) and CPR can be constructed in time 0(11 It II~).
(Recall that II It denotes the size of R).
What we need to do is view this procedure as an algorithm that takes a
finite stning..rewriting system It as input. The alphabet need not be fixed,
but it is sufficient to let E be the set of letters that occur in the rules of It.
Raving done this we obtain the following result.
—+

—

—
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Theorem 2.3.1 There is an algorithm to solve the following problem:
Instance; A finite rewriting system R such that

~‘R

is noetheruzn;

Question: Is R locally confluent?
Corollary 2.3.2 There is an algorithm to solve the following problem:
~

is noetherian;

Question: Is R confluent?
The running time of the algorithm described above depends on the com
plexity of the algorithm REDUCE, that is, on the function fR. Notice
that if (uj,u2) is a critical pair, then luil, 1u21 ≤II R ~. Hence determining
whether (ul, u2) resolves takes time

L~.n_c~.a~•jJ.~

..fl~

lb
{(t,r) IL> r and(L,r) ER or(r,e) ER);
(Comment: All rules of R are oriented with respect to >.)
ii—-1;
repeat
i*—i+1;
Rj+i 4—0;
CP
set of critical pairs of Rj;
while CP ~ 0 do
begin choose (z1, z2) E CP;
compute normal forms ~i and ~2 of z1 and Z2,
respectively, modulo R~;
if ~i > Z2 then R~~1
R~1 U
z2)};
if Z2 > ~ then R~÷1 i— R~~1 U
~i)};
CP OP {(zj, z2)}
~—

~—

+ fR(Iu21) ≤ 2c(~ Rh2 + R 112 fR(II R II)) + 2fR(hj RI) ≤

+c’(11R112 + IIRII2 ~fR(IIRll))

~ *

~—

cl RN (luil + t. fR(Iull)) + c uRN (1u2l + t. fR(1u21))+
fR(lulI)

flhIa~.sa—a.scsaan.

Input: A finite string-rewriting system R on E, and an admissible wellordering> on E~;
begin

Instance: A finite rewriting system R such that

J. Ut

~—

{(~,
{(~,

—

end;

for some c’.

(Comment: all critical pairs of R~ have been resolved.)

if R~~1 ~0thenRj~1 i—R~UR,~1
until R~÷1 =0;

Since CPR has size 0(11 R lj~) and CPR can be constructed in time
0(11 R II~), this means that the running time of the algorithm is bounded
above by

R ~U~>0R~
end.

0(11R114) + 0(IIRII3 (11R112 + 11R112 fR(IIRII)))

=

0(11R115 fR(IIRII)).

2.4

The Knuth-Bendix Completion Procedure

Let R be a string-rewriting system on E, and let > be an admissible wellordering on E~ such that R is compatible with>, that is, £> r for each
rule (t, r) E R.
Suppose that R is not confluent. Then there exists a critical pair (z1, z2)
of R such that z1 and z2 do not have a common descendant modulo R. Let
and ~2 be irreducible descendants of z1 and z2, respectively. One way to
resolve the critical pair (z1, z2) consists of introducing a new rule ~ ~2)
or (~2, ~i). In order to preserve the property that the system under consid
eration is noetherian, we want to orient this new rule in accordance with
the well-ordering >. By repeating this process we attempt to complete
the system R. However, observe that when adding a new rule, additional
critical pairs may arise. Thus, this process of adding rules may not termi
nate.
.~

Procedure 2.4.1 (Knuth-Bendix Completion Procedure)

Procedure 2.4.1 computes a sequence Ibo, R1, R2,... of string-rewriting
systems on E. If (zi, z2) is a critical pair of Rj, then ~ ~ z2. Hence,
one can easily prove by induction on i that the string-rewriting systems
I?o, R1, R2,... and R are all equivalent to R. Since R is finite, R0 is finite,
and so lb only has finitely many critical pairs. Thus, lb1 is finite, too. In
ductively we obtain that each system R~(i ≥ 0) is finite. If Procedure 2.4.1
terminates, then R* = R~ for some i ≥ 0 and R* has no unresolved critical
pair. Since all R~ are noetherian, this implies that Procedure 2.4.1 termi
nates as soon as a system R~ that is confluent is reached. If Procedure 2.4.1
does not terminate, then it computes an infinite sequence Ro, R1, R2,... of
finite string-rewriting systems on E, none of which is confluent. In this
situation an infinite string-rewriting system R* on E is being enumerated.
Theorem 2.4.2 Let R be a finite string-rewriting system on E, and let>
be an admissible well-ordering on E*. Further, let R* be the string-rewriting
system on ID that Procedure ~41 enumerates on input (R, >). Then the
following statements hold:
(a) R* is noetherjan and confluent.
(b) R and R* are equivalent, and
(c) IRR(R*)={XEID*JVyEE*

:ifx÷-~-_*Ry,

theny=x ory>x}.

~

Proof. As rematked before, R and R* are equivalent. Further, by con
struction, we have £ > r for all (i, r) E R~, all i ≥ 0. Since R* =
U1>0 R~, this yields that £ > r for all (~, r) E R*, implying that R* ~
noetherian. Let (z1, Z2) be a critical pair of R*, generated by overlapping
the rules (4, r1), (~2, r2) € R. Then there is an index i ≥ 0 such that
(4, r1), (t2, r2) E R~, and hence, (zi, z2) is resolved modulo Rj+i, that is,
z1 and z2 have a common descendant modulo Rj÷j. Hence, z1 and z2 have
a common descendant modulo R* implying that R is confluent. These
observations imply (c).
C 2.4.2
Thus, for each input (R,>), the Knuth-Bendix Completion Procedure
“produces” a confluent string-rewriting system that is equivalent to R, and

that is based on the well-ordering>. In particular, this shows the following.
Corollary 2.4.3 For each string-rewriting system R on E, and each ad
missible well-ordering> on E, there exists a, possibly infinite, confluent
string-rewriting system R* on E such that
• R and R* are equivalent, and

means that there iaan index i ≥ 0 such that £
r for all (~,r) E R’, and
so ~‘R’ ~ ~ Using R’ each word u E E* can be reduced to the minimal
element in its class (with respect to >), and hence, using R1 each word u
can be reduced to the minimal element in its class. Thus, R~ is confluent,
and therefore Procedure 2.4.1 terminates on input (R, >).
C 2.4.4
~

Examples 2.4.5
(a) Let E = {a,b,c}, and let R = {a2
e,b2
e,ab c}.
As well-ordering> we take the length-lexicographical ordering that
is induced by the following linear ordering on E : a < b < c. Then
Procedure 2.41 performs the following computations on input (R, >):
—~

—i

—+

Ro~-R;
CP0i— {(b,ac), (cb,a)}, since bl—aab-4ac, andcbi—abb—.a;
{a2—~e,b2—.’e,ab--~c,ac_.b,cb_*a};
CP1= 0, since all critical pairs of R1 resolve:
i—

• £ > r for each rule (i,r) E R~.
If no finite confluent system exists that is equivalent to R, and that is
based on >, then obviously, this procedure cannot terminate. On the other
hand, we do have the following termination property for the Knuth-Bendix
completion procedure.
Theorem 2.4.4 Procedure 2.4.1 terminates on input (R,>) if and only if
there exists a finite confluent string-rewriting system R’ on E such that R
and R’ are equivalent, and £> r for each rule (~, r) € R’.

aac

—~

ab

acb

c
Thus, R*
(b) Let E

=

=

—‘

I

bb

aa

.1.

—~

e

cbb

—~

c

1/

ab

R1.

{a,~,b,b}, and let

R ={a~—’e, ~a—e, b~—+e, ~b—+e, ba-4ab,b~--~b,
ba—’ab,
~—*~}.

Proof. If Procedure 2.4.1 terminates on input (R, >), then R* has all the
required properties according to Theorem 2.4.2.
Conversely, let us assume that there exists a finite confluent string-re
writing system R’ on E such that
• R and R’ are equivalent, and
• £>rforeachrule(e,r)ER’.

Let R*

=

U~>0 R~ be the string-rewriting system on E that Procedure 2.4.1

enumerates &i input (R, >). Then R and R* are equivalent, R* is confluent,

and £ > r for each rule (1, r) E R.
Let (~, r) E R’. Then £
r. By the remark preceding Theorem
2.2.14, we may assume without loss of generality that R’ is reduced. Then
r E IRR(R’), and since R’ is based on >, this means that U> r for each
u e [r]R, u r. Thus, we have £ !.,R. r. Hence, there exists a finite subset
T C R* such that £ ~*~+T r for all (e, r) € R’. Since R* = U>0 R1, this
~

(i) Let> be the length-lexicographical ordering induced by the linear
ordering a <~ < b < b on E. Then Ro = R, R is confluent,
and hence, R* = R.
(ii) Let> be the length-lexicographical ordering induced by the linear
ordering b < a < ~ < b. Then Procedure 2.4.1 performs the
following computations on input (R, >):

00

~.omng-rwwriiing ~ys~ems

Z.t.

R0

= {a~
e, &z e, b1
e,
b~-+~b, ab—~a, ~—~i};

CF0

=

—i

—+

—‘

{(a,Tab), (~,T,~b)}, since a
bb~

—~

i—

e, ba

bba

—*

—

2.5

ab,

CP1

R~U{&ib—~.a,bab—~};

={(~a2b,a2),(&2b,~2)}, since &.zab.—a&ib--,aa
and ba2b
~b~b
~—

R2

~

~

Inductively, we obtain R~

=

R4J U {~.aib

—,

a’, &‘b

—*

W
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Some Undecidable Properties

In Section 2.1 we have seen that the uniform variants of the word prob
lem, the common ancestor problem, and the common descendant problem
are undecidable for finite string-rewriting systems. In this section we shall
see that many additional interesting problems about finite string-rewriting
systems are undecidable, among them the termination problem and the
confluence problem.
First we deal with the (non-uniform) word problem, which is shown to be
undecidable by a reduction from the halting problem for Turing machines.
This reduction and variants of it will be used several times throu~hout this
monograph.

&th and

—,

R1

borne Undecidable Properties

I

Definition 2.5.1 Let R be a string-rewriting system on E.
The word problem for R is the following decision problem:
Instance: Two strings u, v E

j=1,2,...,i}.

Hence, R* =p~U{~ibai ba’b—+~’ ~j ≥ 1}.

Thus, it very much depends on the chosen well-ordering whether or not
Procedure 2.4.1 terminates for a given finite string-rewriting system R.
Instead of using an admissible well-ordering, we could also use an admissible
well-founded partial ordering> on E5. However, then it may happen that
for a critical pair (zj, z2) of R1, ~ ~
neither 2~
nor ~2 <Z~ holds.
In this situation the Procedure would terminate with “failure.”
Procedure 2.4.1 is very inefficient in general.
~,

(1) At each state i, all critical pairs are computed. However, all the pairs
that result from overlapping rules from Rj...4 with one another are
resolved in R~. Thus, it suffices to compute only those critical pairs
that result from overlapping a rule of R.j R~....1 (a new rule) with a
rule from R~.
—

(2) We have 1?o ç R1 ç R2 ç
that is, rules are only added, but no
rule is ever deleted. Thus, in general the resulting confluent system
will not be normalized. Instead of normalizing R5 we could try to
avoid generating too large a system. In Section 2.2 we considered
the algorithm REDUCE-SYSTEM. Using this algorithm we could
normalize each system .R~ before we compute its critical pairs.
...,

(3) All critical pairs of R~, that cannot be resolved, are made into new
rules at the same stage. It might be better to only introduce one rule
at a time, because each new rule can be used to reduce all waiting
critical pairs, possibly resolving some of them.

Question: Does

U 4~’R

v hold?

Analogously, the common ancestor problem for R and the common
descendant problem for R are defined.
Let A = (Q, E, 5, qo, q~,) be a Turing machine. Without loss of generality
we may assume that E6 fl Q =0. Let h,pj,p g Lb U Q be three additional
symbols, and let ≤~
E6 U Q U {h,pj,p}.
Define a finite string-rewriting system S(A) on ~2 as follows, where
ak,a~ EL6 and qj,q3 E Q:
(1)
(2)

(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)
(7)

(8)
(9)
(10)
(11)
(12)

qia~
q~h
q1a~
q1h
am qiak
amqjh
hq~a~
hq1h

-4

q~

-4

Pi ak
a~p1h
hp1 h

-4

q3a5
q,a5h
akq,
bq,h
q,arna~
q,arnh
hq3ba~

-4
-4
-4
-4
-4
-4
-4

hq,bh

if
if
if
if
if
if
if
if

S(q:,ak)
5(q~,b)
S(qi,ak)
5(q~,b)
~5(q:,ak)
5(q1,b)
S(qj,ak)
5(q~,b)

=

(qj, a~)

—

(q,, a~)

=

(qj, I?)
(qj, R)

=
=
=
=
—

(q~,L)
(q~,L)
(qj, L)
(q~,L)

‘~

)

for all am E L6

Pi

-4

pih} for all ak,at EL6

-4

A configuration uqiv of A is described by the strings in {hb7luq~vbm~ I
m E .Af}. The symbol h serves as a delimiter. The rules of the form (1)
to (8) enable the system S(A) to simulate A step by step.
fl,

U,V,U1,V1 E E~ and q,q1 E Q such that u1 does not
begin with a ‘b ~ and v1 does not end in a ‘b’. Then the following two
statements are equivalent:

Lemma 2.5.2 Let

(a) uqv ~f uiqivi;
(b) ~n, m

€

N: huqvh

~‘S(A)

Corollary 2.5.6 There exists a finite string-rewriting system R such that
the common ancestor problem for R is undecidable.

hb~u1q1vjbmh.

Proof. For to1, to2 € ~V, if to1
W2, then IwiI~ + Iwi~,,. ≤ ~ +
w21p1. Since ~hb?u1q1v1bmhj~ + ~hb?~u1q1v1bmh~~1 = 0, we see that during
the reduction sequence in (b) only rules of the form (1) to (8) are applied.
Since these rules simulate the effect of the transition function 6, the above
two statements are equivalent.
0 2.5.2
Also from the definition of S(A) the following lemma can be derived
easily.
Lemma 2.5.3 Let to ~ 1~. Then to
following three conditions is satisfied:

p if and only if one of the

(i) w=p, or
(ii) 9u, v E E~:

to =

hup1vh, or

(iii) au, v E ~ 3q E Q: to = huqvh, and A reaches a final configuration
when it is started at configuration uqv.

Since the Turing machine A is deterministic, each string of the form
huqvh(u, v E E~, q € Q) has a unique immediate descendant hu1q1v1h
(u1,vi E E~,qj € Qu{p1}) with respect to S(A). Based on this observation
we obtain the following lemma.

Lemma 2.5.7 Let to E 1~. Then the following two statements are equiva
lent:
(a)

to

‘S(A) p, and

(b)

to

-‘S(A)

7i~.

Proof. We must verify that (b) implies (a). So let to E ~V such that
to ~S(A) p. From the form of the rules of S(A), we conclude that either
to = p or that to = huqvh for some u, v E E~ and q E Q U {p~}. if w = p,
or if to = huqvh for some u, V E E~ and q E {q0,pj}, then obviously
~ -~s~ p. Therefore, let to = huqvh for some u, v E E~ and q E Q
and let to = huqvh = to0 ~4s(4) ~l ~‘S(A) to2 ~S(A)
4~s(4) Wk = P
be a shortest transformation from to to p. Since hpjh p is the only rule
of S(A) containing an occurrence of the symbol p, we have tok_1 = hpih.
Let i be the smallest index such that to1 contains an occurrence of P1.
Then to1 = hu1p1v1h and w._1 = hu;q~vjh for some u~, v~ E E~. Obviously,
-~s~ p. Thus, it remains to show that to ~ wj1.
The system S(A) has been constructed from the Turing machine A, the
final state of which is q~. Thus, whenever A enters this state, it halts.
Therefore, q0 P1 is the only rule of S(A) that contains an occurrence of
q~ on its left-hand side. According to the choice of i the symbol Pi does
not occur in to0, to1,to2,... ,to~1, and 50 to~_2 ~S(A) to1_1.
Let j be the largest index such that to
to, 4~~~s(A) W~1 —‘S(.4)
w3~2 ~!÷s(A) w~_1. if no such index exists, then to Zs(A) w~_1, and we
are done. So assume that j E {0, 1,. , i 3). The string w,~1 has the
form w,~1 = huj÷iqrvj~ih for some u~1,v~~1 E E~ and q~ € Q
that is, to~1 encodes the configuration u,+1qrv,~1 of A. Hence, to, and
to,~2 both describe the unique successor configuration of uj÷iqrvj~i, and
therefore, to3 = to~2. Deleting the steps to, 4~S(A) w~1 ~~‘s(A) w~42 = to3
we obtain a shorter transformation from to to p, thus contradicting our
choice of to ~‘S(A) to1 4~4S(A)
44S(~4) tok = p. Hence, this sequence is
actually a reduction sequence, that is, to
p.
o 2.5.4
—

...

Proof. Obviously, conditions (i) to (iii) are sufficient. On the other hand,
If to -~s~ p, and to ~ p, then to is of the form to = huqvh for some strings
u, v e E~ and q E QU{pi}. If q ~ P1, then huqvh describes the configuration
uqv of A. In order to reduce to = huqvh to p, the rule q~
Pi must be
used, that is, there exist u1, v1 E E~ such that huqvh -~~S(A) hujq~v1h.
Since U1QaV1 is a final configuration of A, we see that A reaches a final
configuration when it is started in configuration uqv.
0 2.5.3
—‘

Lemma 2.5.3 immediately implies the following result.
Corollary 2.5.4 Let

to

E E~’. Then hqowh -4s(A) p if and only

~t~1

—~

if to

E

L(A).
Observe that since p E IRR(S(A)), the strings hq0wh and p have a
common descendant modulo S(A) if and only if hqowh ~‘S(A) p. Thus,
if the Turing machine A is chosen such that the language L(A) is nonrecursive, then the common descendant problem for S(A) is undecidable.
Corollary 2.5.5 There erists a finite string-rewriting system R such that
the common descendant problem for R is undecidable.

Let P0 be an additional symbol, let r := ~l U {po}, and let So(A)
S(A) U {pC
qo}. Then, for each to E E~, hpotoh —~so(A) hqowh, but
hpowh does not have any proper ancestors. Thus, hpowh and p have a
common ancestor modulo So(A) if and only if hpowh -~~s0(A) p, which in
turn holds if and only if to e L(A). If L(A) is non-recursive, this means
that the common ancestor problem for So(A) is undecidable.
—‘

—‘

..

—

—

...

Thus Corollary 2.5.4 can be restated as follows.
Corollary 2.5.8 Let
L(A).

to

E E. Then hqotoh

~~~S(A)

p if and only if to E

—.

5~ww-~*buJ~ ~

Theorem 2.5•~9 There exists a finite string-rewriting system R such that
the word problem for R is undecidable.

On the other hand, we do have the following positive result.
Theorem 2.5.10 If R is a finite string-rewriting system on alphabet E =
Proof. Let R = {a~’
atm’ i = 1,2,. k}. Without loss of generality
we may assume that n1 >m ≥ Ofori = 1,2,...,k. Letm :=min{m1 I

Instance: A finite string-rewriting system R on E.

Confluence:

. . ,

i=l,2,...,k}.Then[a”]R{an}foraUnE{O,l,...,m_l}.Further,
let t := gcd(n1 —m1,.. ,n~ —mk). Then, for all integers Land r such that
£ ≥ r ≥ 0, the following claim holds.
.

Claim. at ~ a7 if and only if £ = r or

[e, r ≥ m and t divides (L

—

r)].

Proof. It is easily seen that this condition is necessary for at iZ~n a7 to
hold. To prove that it is also sufficient it is enough to observe that there
exist integers ji,. ,j,, E Z such that E,.~1 k
m~) = t. C Claim.
. .

—

Since m and t can easily be obtained from fl, the above condition is
decidable. Therefore, the word problem for R is decidable.
C2.5.1O
What is the least cardinality of an alphabet E such that a finite stringrewriting system R with an undecidable word problem exists on E? To
answer this question we make use of the following construction.
Let E = {ai,a2,...,a~} be a finite alphabet of cardinality n ~ 2, and
let F = {Si, 82} be an alphabet of cardinality 2. We define an encoding çp:
F~ through a~
514818~n+1—j for all i = 1,2,.
n. Then I~~(a~)I =
2n+3foraui,andfori,j E{1,2,...,n}, if~,(aj=uvand~(a~)vw
for some v ~ e, then u = e = w, and therefore i = j. This means that
there are no non-trivial overlaps between the strings co(ai),
~ For
a string-rewriting system R on E, let R~, denote the following system on
F: R~, := {~~(t)
~,(r) I (L r) E R}. Now it is straightforward to check
the following.
. . ,

. . . ,

—‘

Local Confluence:

Question: Is R locally confluent?

{a}, then the word problem for R is decidable.
—~

Question: Is R noetherian?

-.-~

Lemma 2.5.11 For all strings u, v E E*,u

~~‘R

v if and only if

~(u) ~-~—‘R~ ~(v).

Theorem 2.5.9 thus implies the following result.
Theorem 2.5.12 Let E be an alphabet of cardinality at least two. Then
there exists a finite string-rewriting system R on E such that the word
problem for R is undecidable.

We conclude our collection of undecidable problems for string-rewriting
systems with the following three decision problems.
Noetherian System:
Instance: A finite string-rewriting system R on E.

Instance: A finite string-rewriting system R on E.
Question: Is R confluent?
Theorem 2.5.13 The problem “Noetherian system” is undecidable in gen
eral.
Proof. (At this point the reader may wish to review Definitions 1.4.1
and 1.4.3). Let M = (Q, E, ö, q~, q~) be a Turing machine on E. We may
assume that M has an immortal configuration, that is, a configuration
from which it cannot reach a final configuration, if and only if it has an
immortal initial configuration. Now M is being simulated by a finite stringrewriting system. Let E = {8~, Sj,.. s,~}, where ~o is the blank symbol,
let E’ = {s~, ~‘i,•• s~} be an alphabet in 1-to-i correspondence with E
such that En E’ = 0, and let h, h’, q be three additional symbols. We define
a string-rewriting system R on the alphabet 11= E U E’ U Q U {h, h’, q} as
follows:
. ,

. ,

(a) rules to simulate the Turing machine M:
qjsp
q~h

—~

qjsp

—+

q1h
s~qjsp
s~q1h
h’q1s~
h’q,h

—4

—i
—‘
—‘
—~
—+

if
if
s,q3
if
s’0q,h
if
qjsjsp
if
q,s~h
if
h’q,s0s~ if
h’q,soh if
q3s~

q,s~h

6(q~,s~)
3(q1,so)
~5(qi,sp)
t5(q1,so)
ö(q1,s~)
6(q1,s0)
5(q:,sp)
e5(q2,s0)

=

(qj,sj),
(qj,st),
(q,,R),

=

(q~,R),

=

(q3,L) ~
(q,,L) ~ for £=O,1,...,n,
(q~,L),
(q1,L);

=
=

=
=
=

(b) rules to deal with accepting configurations of M:

q0se

—~

q~

s~q~h

—‘

q~h

h’q~h

—‘

q.

uu~uienau ii 8flQ Only U .I”l fl~lt8 on all inputs.
Proof. Since a computation of M can be simulated stepwise by a reduction
modulo R, R being noetherian implies that M halts on all inputs.
To obtain the converse implication assume that M halts on all inputs.
Then we can conclude that M has no immortal configurations at all, that
is, no matter with which configuration M is being started, it will always
halt eventually.
Let w € ~V, arid let Qi = Q U {q}. Then w has a unique factorization
w = u1v1
ujvtu~.i such that
Li.

. . .

• Iu,IQ1=Oforj=1,2,...,~+1,and

The form of the rules of R implies that, if w = ulvi U1VjU~+l ~R WI,
then w” = u1v~u2 .utt4u,~i with v~ -~R ~ for j = 1,2,... ,L
Let V E {h’, e} E”
E~ {h, e}, that is, v = tix’q1yt2 with t1 €
{h’, e}, x’ € E’5, q~ € Qi, y € E5, and t2 E {h, e}. Since the TM M is deter
ministic, there is at most one rule in R that applies to v. If q, E (Q {q~}),
then a reduction sequence starting with v simulates the stepwise behavior
of M starting with the configuration xqjy, where x and z’ are related by
the obvious homomorphism I : E5
E’5. Such a reduction sequence can
be continued until either the description of a halting configuration of M
is reached, or until a string ending in a symbol from Q (if t2 = e) or a
string beginning with a symbol from Q (if t1 = e) is obtained, where in the
latter case, this string describes a configuration of M that would cause M
to move its head to the left. The string obtained in this way is reducible if
and only if it is the description of a halting configuration of M, that is, if
it is of the form t1vJq~zt2 with ti and t2 as above, ti,’ E E15, and z E E.
The rules of group (b) reduce this string within at most 1w1 + Izi + 1
steps to an irreducible string. Since M has no immortal configuration, we
conclude that each reduction sequence starting with v is of finite length.
Hence, R is in fact noetherian.
Thus, R is noetherian if and only if M has no immortal initial configu
ration, which is true if and only if M halts on all inputs. Since in general it
is undecidable whether or not a given Turing machine halts on all inputs,
this proves our result.
0 Claim.
02.5.13
Based on the proof of Theorem 2.5.13 we can derive the following unde
cidability result.
. . .

..

•

.

—

—,

Theorem 2.5.14 The problems ‘~Local confluence” and “Confluence” are
undecidable in general.

Proof. Let M = (Q, E, 5, q~, q~) be a TM on E such that the language
L(M) ç E is non-recursive. In addition, we may assume without loss of

generality that the h~itia1 state qo does not occur on the right-hand side of
any transition, that is, after executing the first step in any computation M
never gets back to state q~. As before let ~≥ = EUE’ UQU{h, W, q}, and let
R be defined as in the proof of Theorem 2.5.13. Then the left-hand sides of
the rules of R do not overlap. Finally, for w € E, let R~ := RU{h’qowh
q}. Then R,,, is effectively constructible from w. R,,~, has a single critical
pair only, which results from overlapping the rule h’qowh
q with the
appropriate rule of R. This critical pair resolves if and only if M halts
on input w. Thus, R~, is locally confluent if and only if w € L(M), and
hence, the problem “Local confluence” is undecidable. Since L(M) is nonrecursive M does not halt on all inputs. Therefore, R,,, is not noetherian
for any w E Es.
If R~ is confluent, then it is locally confluent, and so w E L(M). On
the other hand, if w E L(M), then R~, is locally confluent. Since R,,, is
not noetherian, Theorem 1.1.13 does not apply. However, from the form
of the rules of R,,, we can conclude nevertheless that R,1, is confluent. The
reason is that the only non-trivial situation of the form u1
v —‘p~ u2
involves an application of the rule h’qowh q. If v = h’qowh, then u1 = q
is irreducible, and u2
q. Since each word can be factored as detailed in
the proof of Theorem 2.5.13, it suffices to look at strings that have a single
syllable only. Thus, the problem “confluence” is undecidable.
02.5. 14
—~

—‘

+-~~

—,
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=
Definition 1.3.9
~•

~s

(a) A Turing machine (TM) M is given through a 5-tuple M
(Q,E,8, qo,q0), where

=

Q

is a finite set of states,
E is a finite alphabet, the 80-called input alphabet not containing
the blanksymbolb, and E6=EU{b} is the tape alphabet of A,

qo E Q is the initial state,
q~ E Q is the halting (or accepting) state, and
8: (Q {q~}) x Ej,
(Q x (Er, U {R,L})) is the transition

-

—

—+

function.

(b) A configuration ofM is an element ofE~.Q.E~, that is, itis a
stringoftheforrnuqv,whereu,vEE~andqEQ. Thestringuvis
the tape Inscription and q is the state corresponding to the con
figuration uqv. In an obvious way the TM M induces a single-step
computation relation FM on the set of configurations. If u~q1vl FM
u2q2v2, then u~q2v2 is an immediate successor configuration of u1q1v1.
The reflezive and transitive closure FM of -M is called the computa
tion relation of M. If u1q1v1 FM u3q3v3, then u3q3v3 is a successor
configuration of uiqivj. A configuration uqv is final (or halting) if
it has no immediate successor configuration, that is, :f q = q~,. For
w E E, the configuration qow is the initial configuration on input
W.
*

(c) A string WE E* is accepted by M if qow FM uq~v for some u,v E
E~, that is, if M halts eventually on input w. The language L(M) :=
{w E ~ w is accepted by M} is called the language accepted by
M.
(d) A TM M recognizes a language L ~ E if for all w E E* the
following two conditions are satisfied.
(i) w E L if qow F-A qaai, and
(ii) w~L if qowF~ q0.
Here ai is aflxedsymbolfromE.

